
Edgo at is to it
dist(u) +w(n-v) - dist(r)



everyistimes

Finds shortestpaths if
no cycle has negative
weight.

0(VE) time



No Negative Weight Edges:
Dijkstra's

Observations
D) as can onlybecome
tense if sdist (n) decreases

2) If you rolaxnew,
you'lldist(v) Idist(u)
(ifw(n+v) =0)

keep a priorityqueue of
fail vertices with key
-

:dist(u)



This is Ford SSSP with

Observation 1, so it's
correct!



Analysis (assuming no neg.

weights)

W:vortes notwrongthe
(s0N, =s)

d i:dist(ii) atthe
moment we do the ith

ExtractMin

(sod, =0)

For all we know so far,
Wi
=

e,for some inj



Lomma:For all is, we
have dj=di
Proof:
Fix i. Will show & Id

i + 1 i

·Suppose we relaxwit with
during itround.

Immediatelyafter,
dist(wir)dist (we)+wlu

=dist(wih.
Otherwise, with was already in
quowe. But we didn't Extract



it, so dist(wi)=dist(wis.

Lemma: Each vertexis

extracted at mostonce

Proof:Suppose v
=

a=,
for somo! -i.

We pulled it out, but put
itback, so did.U
But we justargued that
never happens! I



Lemma:When Dijkstra ends,
for all v, dist(r) is the
distance to U.

Letsiv, er, ... V =60
l

the shortestpath to v.
Lot L; 60 the length of
v.8..5V.. Will prove by
induction on;thatdist(v,)=

Lin
dist(v.) =dist(s) =0 =

L0.



Suppose; >0. By induction,
we can assume we Extract

Vj_, tdist (V,_1) = L., atthat
time.
Atthat moment, either

dist(v,) =dist(vj) twIV,_,V,
or we set dist(v;) =

dist (V._,)twly,tV,)
when we look atV,Vs.

Either way, dist(V,)distlu,_)twIr;
=Lj -+w(V,_,yv,) ViS

=Lj



In particular dist(v) =
dist(V)=
Le=
distance to v

So, we do atmost one
Insert - ExtractMin

por vertex

atmost one Decrease key
per edge

With a binary beap,or



-)time total

stillotwith negative
weight edges,
still fast with veryfew

negative weight edges...
Butwith manynegative edges
itmay take exponential
time.



O(V) Insert & ExtractMins

O(E) Decrease keys

BinaryHeap:0Cog U) time
Por op

Fibonacci Hrap:
OCD time (on averagol
Insort & Decrpasokey

OClogU) time (on average)
ExtractMin OCE+UlogV)

Dikstra with Fit. Heaps: total



OCElogV) with binary
heaps

OCE+VlogV) with Fib heaps
I

(Don'tdo this in practice.
stick to binaryhoupsi)





Edge Weights: 1 (want to
minimize edges on a

path)

Use breadth-first search.

O(UTE) time



Directed -A cyclic Graphs

No (negative)cycles.

OCV+E) time



All-Pairs Shortest Paths

Want to compute list(us)
for all nveU: distance
from a to U.

OCV2 values to compute

Unweighted or DAG:

V. O(E) =0(VE) =0 (03) time
Non-Negative Weights:
V.O(E+VlogU) =0 (VE+VlogU)



=0(VS)
COCVP logU) with binaryheaps)

Otherwise.

V.ONVE) =0 (VE) =0 (VY)
Can we getOCVY even

with negative lengthodges?


